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                                    New Products

Custom Bundle Month
									Start your collection: Pick any 2-3-4 plugins for $49.99 / $59.99 / $69.99
								


ADPTR AUDIO Metric AB
									The ultimate mix reference tool just got better
								


Go MEGA now
									Access over 180 plugins from 40+ brands and own your favorites - FREE 30-day trial available now
								


Kiive Audio XTComp
									The tasty FET compressor with British mode
								


Three-Body Technology Cenozoix Compressor
									The next-generation compressor plugin with anti-derivative antialiasing (ADAA)
								


NEOLD WUNDERLICH
									A mojo machine for your whole mix
								


Brainworx bx_enhancer
									Bring life and character to your instruments in no time
								







                                            The latest plugin offers and releases
	
NEW: NEOLD WUNDERLICH
A mojo machine for your whole mix
                           

	
Creative FXHardware EmulationsSaleTMT inside Lindell Audio 69 Series
Enjoy the distinct warmth and harmonic richness of the console that defined classic rock
                             

	
NEOLD SALE
We're celebrating the release of WUNDERLICH with big savings on NEOLD's timeless vintage gear
                           

	
Hidden GemsMasteringSale ADPTR AUDIO Metric AB
The ultimate mix reference tool just got better
                             

	
NEW!Sale NEW: ADPTR AUDIO HYPE
A powerful trio of tools for multi-band enhancement
                             

	
Hardware EmulationsNEW!Sale Three-Body Technology Cenozoix Compressor
The next-generation compressor plugin with anti-derivative antialiasing (ADAA)
                             


View All Products


Blog
	
My top 10 Plugins from the Alliance - Adam Moseley
Award-winning producer and mixer Adam Moseley (The Cure, Kiss, Rush, U2 Tina Turner) talks about...
                           

	
How to Make a Vocal Chain: Mixing Vocals 101
Check out these great tips on mixing your vocals like a pro with some of the best vocal plugins...
                           

	
Top 5 Plugins in 2024
Learn about the five most popular plugins from Plugin Alliance in 2024.
                           

	
A Guide to Clipper Plugins: How to Make Your Mix Louder
Master the art of loud and clear mixes with our guide on clipper plugins. Use a clipper plugin to...
                           

	
Mastering Masterclass: How loud should your mix and master be?
Which LUFS level should you master to when working on rock, hip-hop and EDM? Watch this video...
                           

	
FREE PA FREE Plugins for Mixing, Mastering and Virtual Instruments
How to Plugin Allaince's bundle of free VST plugins (+all other major DAW formats). Free...
                             


Learn More


	[image: Richard Chycki]
				Richard Chycki
Mixer/Engineer (Rush, Dream Theater, Skillet, Aerosmith)
									
Plugin Alliance has a great selection of eminently musical, useful plugins many of which are optimized for both AAX DSP and native environments. Authorization allotments are very fair and managing auths could not be easier. Most important, the Alliance listens to users and focuses that input on innovation and product improvement.
									
								

	[image: Glenn Schick]
				Glenn Schick
Mastering Engineer (Future, J. Cole, Missy Elliot)
									
Plugin Alliance was one of the first places my knowledgeable engineer and producer friends told me to check out. I then made the switch from my old analog rig. And am I glad I did!  From the ease of their installation and account management tools, to no silly iLoks, it was love at first download! Then I found such a great set of Mastering tools! I couldn't live without my bx EQs now! 
									
								

	[image: Craig Bauer]
				Craig Bauer
GRAMMY-winning mixing engineer (Rihanna, Justin Timberlake, Public Enemy)
									
I've been extremely vocal about a number of the Plugin Alliance tools that I use in my production and mixing. The bx_digital V3, Vertigo VSC-2 and VSM-3 have been in every single mix since they've been available. The new Acme Opticom is quickly becoming another one of those plugins as well. Plugin Alliance provides an invaluable set of tools that I just can't live without if I want to get the job done.
									
												about  bx_digital V3, VSC-2, VSM-3											
								

	[image: Benjamin Rice]
				Benjamin Rice
Engineer/Vocal Producer (Selena Gomez, Britney Spears, Lady Gaga)
									
What I love most about Plugin Alliance, is the vast amount of incredibly useful and amazing sounding plugins that are AAX DSP, giving me the ability to work with very powerful and creative tools without having to sacrifice my workflow while tracking.
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				Morgan Page
2-Time Grammy Nominated DJ and Music Producer
									
Pretty much every song of mine uses Brainworx on it. I use the bx_control V2 and bx_digital V2 to help shape the master and keep the low end in control.
									
												about  bx_control V2, bx_stereomaker, EQ4											
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				Rafa Sardina
Beyonce, Lady Gaga, Dr. Dre, The Roots
									
The plugins are so relevant. They are not only usable, but very in-depth tools.
Some of the best out there!
									
												about  bx_saturator V2											
								

	[image: Jason Goldstein]
				Jason Goldstein
Mixing & Mastering Engineer (Beyonce, The Lonely Island)
									
Plugin Alliance is a one stop shop for just about all of your plugin needs. Multiple manufacturers, offering some of the best EQ, compression, corrective, and mastering tools on the market today. One account and one license covers them all, it couldn't be more simple. I also really love that they offer FULLY functional demos, allowing the user to truly see what their products are capable of before they commit to buying.
									
								

	[image: David Arnold]
				David Arnold
Composer (Casino Royale, Independence Day, Sherlock)
									
All Plugin Alliance guitar and bass amp modellers have pretty much replaced what I've been using up to this point. The prime reason is character - they don't sound like plugins, especially anyone else's plugins, which, to a certain extent, I've found sound a bit 'the same'.
									
								



Our Brands: This is the Alliance!
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	        Plugin Alliance is now part of Native Instruments –
Learn more about what that means for you on the PA blog




                    
                                                        Footer
 Join the Alliance
	Best-in-class native audio plugins from 40+ international brands!
	FREE Online Mastering!
	International Music Distribution for artists!
	Sign up & get several FREE plugins!
	Plugin Alliance is part of Native Instruments together with iZotope and Brainworx.


Create an Account Now

     Sign up for our newsletter
	Special offers that are only available to newsletter subscribers
	Interviews with leading producers and engineers
	Tips & tricks
	The latest product info
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